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“Companies 

designed to be 

successful in the 

20th century are 

destined to fail in 

the 21st century”

— David S. Rose 

Entrepreneur and 

American Angel Investor



This program is focused in transforming the 

way in which you lead and seize opportunities 

in an ever accelerating world.

Clear understanding of main technology and 

behaviour trends causing change and 

exploration of their future implications.

We work with self awareness, growth mindset 

and collaboration tools, to replace our 

traditional Command and Control Leadership to 

a more Facilitative Leadership.

You will become more comfortable with 

continuous experimenting using agile 

prototyping, and you will design an individual 

action plan to map your future areas growth.

Digital 
Acceleration 
Master Class

A 2-day course where you’ll 

learn how to navigate through a 

complex business landscape, 

engage customers and expand 

your reach.



Knowledge

You should have a better understanding of the 

implications and disruption of the networked 

society to businesses, individuals and society as a 

whole. You should be able to see changes in 

consumer behaviour and the impact of digital on 

client journeys. You should be able to spot the 

objectives and differences between ‘digitization’ 

and ‘digitalization’.



Skills

After taking this course, you should have the ability 

to build deeper customer relationships in a digital 

world.



Competence

You should be able to identify and address 

consumer needs in a networked society, apply 

tactics for growth and consumer engagement, and 

use the tools available for collaborative ideation 

and innovation processes.
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Our learning methodology

New ways to 

solve problems that matter



Mindset is the mother of all strategies.

Speed is the new currency.

Challenges are adaptive not technical.

Facilitative Leadership is the way.
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At Hyper Island, we don’t come with “the answers.” 

The Hyper Island methodology is founded on a 

learner-centered, experience-based approach. 

We create facilitated learning journeys, where 

discovering, uncovering, applying and reflecting is all 

part of the process by which participants internalise 

their learnings, learn useful skills and knowledge they 

can apply right away to their business challenges. 

We bring business perspectives, opinions and 

challenges. We help participants learn to feel 

comfortable about finding and owning their own 

answers. In a volatile and fast changing world, the 

ability to navigate chaos and learning to make the 

right questions is key.

Learning by Doing

Hyper Island empowers and challenges people to take charge of their 

own learning, People learn best through active doing and making, and 

have a faster adoption rate for new competencies.

Our learning
methodology

Lead the change

In a world driven by transformative technology, tomorrow’s 

leaders will be those who embrace change, adapt swiftly to new 

paradigms and lead by action.

Team is Everything

Collaboration is the modern core competence in a world of 

complexity and constant change that demands more agile teams 

and responses.



Our learning
methodology

PASSIVE

LEARNING & TEACHING

METHODS

PARTICIPATIVE

LEARNING & TEACHING

METHODS

5% Presentation

10% Reading

20% Audio / Visual

30% Demonstration

50% Discussion Groups

75%  Practice Doing

90% Teach Others

AVERAGE RETENTION RATE

Hyper Island’s learning programs are designed 

to maximize learning.

The Learning pyramid illustrates the different 

ways in which humans learn.Our proposal is to 

integrate this knowledge as the base for our 

solution.

We ensure the participation, reflection and 

learning of the participants based in this 

expertise.



"In a world where complexity 

kills organizations, Hyper 

Island simplified the role and 

execution of digital for me 

and gave me the tools to go 

back and transform how we 

work as a team."

"Participation in this class has 

given me the confidence to dig 

deeper into technology than I 

ever have before. As a result, I 

expect my personal and 

professional life will see 

immediate benefits. Not to 

mention the benefits my clients 

will receive.”

ABOUT THE 
HYPER ISLAND 
EXPERIENCE

Cynthia McFarlane, CEO, Conill 

President, Saatchi & Saatchi Latin 

America

Kevin Batten, Executive Producer, 

Superfad, Los Angeles

"A re-wiring-your-brain-and-

mindset experience.” 

"The Master Class truly 

rewired my brain to think 

differently as I approach my 

next communications 

challenges. I can't wait to put 

these insights into action!” 

"After three days at Hyper 

Island, you will no longer see 

digital as just one of your many 

communication channels and 

understand that it is an 

inevitable cultural shift which 

you ignore at your own peril.” 

Martin Ramos, Global Planning 

Director, TBWA/Chiat/Day

Jim Lorden, EVP / 

Media Director, Dailey

Lance Martin, Executive Creative 

Director, Taxi 2, Toronto



Our learning 

journey

In the Digital Acceleration course 

you’ll cover the key elements of 

digital communications, learn about 

the networked society, and 

understand the implications on 

business, customer growth, and 

tools & tactics for change.

The Lab Miami: 

400 NW 26th St (Wynwood)

DATE:

MARCH 11TH

AND 12TH, 2019

VENUE:

THE LAB MIAMI: 

400 NW 26TH ST 

(WYNWOOD)
TIME 
FRAME:

9AM - 6PM



INTRODUCTION TO 

HYPER ISLAND & 

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Explain HI's work and values and group 

exercise to create a safe environment in 

which everyone feels they can trust and 

collaborate.

STINKY 

FISH

Exercise where each participant shows their 

individual stinky fish. Develop a safe space to 

express opinions, challenges and ideas. The 

group creates the rules for engagement.

LEADING IN 

ACCELERATED TIMES

Macro trends in technology, culture and 

behavior that are driving change; resignation 

of the "digital" revolution in concepts relating 

to human and contact networks - The 

importance of upgrading our O.S. staff and 

adopting a fast learning mentality - the 

exponential context in which change will only 

continue to accelerate.

MASH UP 

INNOVATION

Ideation, detailing and prototyping to transform 

ideas into new products / services or improvement 

of existing products / services. Practice in teams, 

a work mode that is dynamic, collaborative and 

effective in generating practical ideas, easy to 

implement and out of the box

DAY 1
RUPTURE & 
OPPORTUNITIES

HACKER 

MINDSET

Introduction to hacking as a concept and 

explore what we can learn from the hacker 

culture. Participants will be encouraged to 

hack and get involved in the hacker mindset. 

In addition to changing their own behaviors, 

they will be encouraged to focus on and hack 

the course learning for future personal and 

team development.

*EXAMPLE



REFLECTION 

& INSIGHTS

Reflections on the main learning experiences 

from the previous workshop and the training 

program. Understanding the purpose and 

value of professional and personal reflection.

TECH 

LAB

Introduction and range of Tech trends (from the 

Gartner Tec Hyper Cycle) and encourages 

participants to explore some of the key 

applications and debates around AI, Blockchain, 

Big Data. Participants will subsequently explore 

how these emerging Tech Trends will impact upon 

their projects, their business and on marketing in 

general.

JOBS TO 

BE DONE

JTBD is a group activity that promotes a 

human centric approach and focuses on 

customer needs, in addition to seeking 

opportunities to improve existing products 

and services.

1% - CHANGE AGENTS 

3 STEP ACTION PLAN

Attitudes and actions in everyday life will make the 

difference for an effective change in results. A 

plan of action to further embrace change with 

concrete steps.

DAY 2 
INNOVATION &
EMPOWERMENT

AGILE 

TRIBES

Drawing on a range of recent studies from MIT and 

Google about how we create teams for the digital 

workplace. The session explore discussions and 

activities around how we create safe psychological 

spaces, practice effective communication and drive 

trust and purpose within our teams.

*EXAMPLE



More about  
Hyper Island



HYPER ISLAND 

STORY What began as a bold experiment 

on a wind swept island has become 

a revolutionary way to learn, reflect, 

collaborate, and above all, innovate.

Transformative technologies are driving 

change — and as the world evolves we 

continue to react and expand, creating 

agile learning environments for both 

individuals, small groups, larger teams 

and global organizations.

Hyper Island was founded in 1994 

and is independently owned. 

SCHOOL:

FULL TIME  

PROGRAMS

PART-TIME 

PROGRAMS

ORGANIZATIONS:

MASTER 

CLASSES

TAILORED 

PROGRAMS



Hyper Island is today a creative 
business school with consulting 
services that empower individuals 
and organisations to adapt and 
lead in a world in constant 
change.



HYPER ISLAND GLOBAL PRESENCE

20 years l 5 Hubs l + 450 Industry Experts l +18.000 Alumni

Digital Acceleration l Business Transformation

We are an 
international business 
innovation school 
with consulting 
services.



International Projects

Our

Clients



Investment

US$ 2,500.00
Payment methods:

Invoice (corporate)

Bank deposit

Credit Card

NOTE:

Does not include taxes



clarisse.barreto@hyperisland.com.br

+ 55 11 98644 6937

+1 347 281 3998

If you want more information about Master Class or Hyper 

Island please send an e-mail or call us at:

Thank you


